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The nature of strategic planning

• Learning outcomes
Define the term Marketing
Understanding Marketing philosophies
Understand the importance of strategic marketing and 
know a basic outline for a marketing plan
Develop an appropriate business mission statement
Describe the components of a situation analysis
Explain the criteria for stating good marketing objectives
Identify sources of competitive advantage



Defining Marketing
and

Marketing Philosophies



Marketing



Marketing

Selling? Promoting? Convincing?

MARKETING (AMA Definition)
The activity, set of institutions, and processes for creating, communicating, delivering, 

and exchanging offerings that have value for customers, clients, partners, and society at 
large.

What do you think it is?

For average people like us the question is: 
Are we doing marketing when we sell our used car to someone?

or
Are we doing marketing when we use social media to communicate a 
new line of lead free batteries? 



Marketing
What does it take for marketing to exist?

Delivering value and benefits to customers
Communication strategy

Distribution strategy Pricing strategy

Building long term relationships
on win-win situations

Not just selling goods or ideas

Connected relationships

Employees

Stakeholders

Suppliers

Distributors

Society

Marketing Keyword Cloud: Includes all key words that help to define the elements to take marketing to exist.

Creating Services

Generating Ideas

PromotingValues



Marketing Philosophies



Marketing Philosophies

Sales
Orientation

Market
Orientation

Societal
Orientation

Production
Orientation

+ Internal

capabilities

- External market

needs

What can we do best?
Whe do our talents lie?

People
will buy more 
when we use 

agressive sales
techniques

Selling and collecting
Lack of understanding

Market needs

“Perceived value” 
define the business

Focused on customers

Goals based on 
customer

satisfaction

Organization should
also preserve or

enhance individuals
and society’s long term

best interests

Green MarketingWhat do customers
want and need?



Strategic Planning



Strategic Planning

Organization
Objectives

Organization
Resources

Evolving
Market

Opportunities

Strategic Planning is the managerial process that maintains a fit between
Organization Objectives, Resources, and Evolving market opportunities

GOAL: Long-run profitability and growth



Strategic Planning
Examples



The world can’t wait – GE Ecoimagination

Partnerships

Cleaner energy

Less
Fuel 
Consumption
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https://youtu.be/4aUemyQhogo


Healthy Mc Donalds?

Healthier choices

“Mc Donald's has been making huge changes to its 
menu over the past several months”

The New York Times

New product lines

Mc Veggie

Especially targeted
for vegetarian

consumers was
introduced in Spain

More
greens

Less
fries
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How do companies go about Strategic Planning?

The answer is … a Marketing Plan



The Marketing Plan
Planning is the process of anticipating future events and determining strategies to achieve 
organizational objectives in the future.

Marketing planning involves designing activities relating to marketing objectives and the 
changing marketing environment.

Marketing Plan 
Elements

Business 
Mission

Statement

Situation or

SWOT 
Analysis

Objectives
Marketing 
Strategy

Implementation

Evaluation

Control



The Marketing Strategy

Marketing Strategy 
Elements

“In the real world today, the 5th “P” in 
the marketing mix is people”.

International News and Media Association
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Developing the business mission



Developing the business mission

With your mission statement, you should be sure to cover what the goals of your business 
are for three primary components: customers, employees, and owners. Be clear and specific, 
and you’ll highlight the core of what makes your venture unique and worthwhile.

To test the value of a draft of your mission statement, take a step back and ask yourself 
whether or not the same words could apply to any other business; and whether anybody 
could identify your business from hearing your mission statement.

Additional resources available at:  http://articles.bplans.com/writing-a-mission-statement/

Let´s see some examples
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Facebook

Google

http://articles.bplans.com/writing-a-mission-statement/


The situation analysis
Strengths (internal, positive factors)

They are within your control
-What do yo do well?
-What resources do you have?

Weaknesses (internal, negative factors)
Need to enhance these areas

-What does your business lack?
-Is your business in a poor location?

Opportunities (external, positive factors)
Reasons your business is likely to prosper

-Is the perception of your business positive?
-Has there been recent market growth?

Threats (external, negative factors)
You have no control over these

-Who are your potential competitors?
-What factors could place your business
at risk?

Additional resources available at:  http://articles.bplans.com/how-to-perform-swot-analysis/
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http://articles.bplans.com/how-to-perform-swot-analysis/?_ga=2.189933736.2065690594.1501986732-1845223998.1501986727


Setting Marketing Objectives

“Increase brand loyalty on social media by encouraging fans to give at least 1 message of positive feedback per day”

“To increase sales of Purina brand cat food from $300 million to $345 million.”

“Add 1500 new subscribers to the newsletter over the next year.”

“To increase trail of X washing powder from 2% to 5% of our target group by January 2019.”

“To increase sales of Purina brand cat food between January 1, 2018 and December 31, 2018.”
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S.M.A.R.T. 
Objectives



Target Market Strategy

Selecting Target Markets – Key factors to consider

It is sizeable (large) enough to be profitable given your operating cost?

It is growing?

It is not already swamped by competitors? or you have found a way to stand out in a crowd.?

Either it is accessible or you can find a way to reach it?

The company has the resources to compete in it?

It “fits in” with your firm’s mission and objectives?
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